WHAT MAKES
OUR TECHNOLOGY
DIFFERENT?

ODOR CONTROL

Proven effective
at reducing odors
in over thirty years
of product and building
applications.
Extremely long lasting
technology without
repeated applications

WHAT’S THE PROBLEM?
Dramatically reduces
the growth of germs
on surfaces.
Applications guard
against surface
degradation caused
by mold, mildew,
and effects
of harsh cleaners.
Prevents stains from
setting into surfaces
for easier cleaning.
The only system
available that actively
pulls microbes from
the air and eliminates
them on contact,
improving overall
air quality.
The only system
available that can
truly disinfect
fabrics, carpeting,
and upholstery.

While stains and odors often indicate problems, there are plenty of cases
where seemingly clean, tidy environments are contaminated with harmful
bacteria and other microbial agents. Odors are caused by tiny airborne
molecules called volatile organic compounds (VOCs). Some VOCs are harmful,
like those given off by toxic mold.

A TRUTH AS BASIC AS THE AIR YOU BREATHE
The interior environments where we live and work both have a big impact
on the way we feel. It’s proven that contaminated “touch surfaces” (doorknobs,
switch plates, remote controls, etc) in addition to compromised air quality
in enclosed indoor environments can have truly dramatic effects on health
and even overall life expectancy.

IT’S A FACT.
The Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) lists poor indoor air quality as one
of the top five threats to public health in the United States.
Before investing in expensive filtration devices, invasive clean ups or costly
remodeling projects, it makes sense to identify and quantify potential problems
in interior environments. In order to eliminate odors, allergies and illnesses
the problems along with their sources must be identified. Evaluate and focus
on fixing only what needs to be fixed with Microbe Free Solutions®.
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Indoor air quality issues are a serious concern in commercial buildings. Humans are
capable of distinguishing over 10,000 different types of odor molecules. These
odors can profoundly affect your customers’ experience, as well as the health and
comfort of your staff. Pleasant odors can stimulate appetite, trigger positive
memories, influence mood and reinforce a positive perception of your establishment
as a safe, clean and fun place to visit.
Conversely, unpleasant odors can evoke negative perceptions and, in some cases,
elicit complaints of eye, nose and throat irritation, nausea, headaches and respiratory
problems. The gases given off as microbesdigest organic compounds are often the
root cause of odors. These volatile organic compounds (VOCs) drift in the air and are
intercepted by olfactory nerves deep in our nasal passages.
Most products are designed to combat odors in one of two ways: by masking the
objectionable odor with an even stronger, but more pleasant odor, or by temporarily
deadening the olfactory nerves so that they can no longer perceive the offending
smell. In addition to being temporary, neither of these techniques resolves the
underlying problem of eliminating the source of the odor.
In effect, our system converts your entire establishment into a large-scale
electrostatic air cleaner. This barrier is invisible, odorless and consumes no energy in
the course of doing its job. It does not wear off with normal cleaning (even steam
cleaning), is non-volatile, insoluble and will not harm people or the environment. As
an added bonus, our technology inhibits the growth of bacteria, viruses, mold and
mildew, while making it difficult for spills to attach themselves to surfaces, so stains
are easier to remove and less likely to create more odors. We also save you money,
by reducing the amount of cleaning agents you have to buy and the amount of time
your staff spends cleaning.

Allergens

Don’t let indoor air quality issues make your customers or staff uncomfortable.
Choose Microbe Free Solutions® technology to protect your image, freshen the air
and reduce microbial contamination in your facility. Even NASA has approved our
basic molecule to protect the inside of our astronauts’ space suit from bacteria and
odors. It’s the safest, most effective and most thoroughly tested defensive air
strategy available today.

Excess Moisture

Help protect your surfaces, ventilation systems and facilities from harmful microbes.
Rely on Microbe Free Solutions® products- your active defense against microbes.
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ORGANIZATIONS WHO HAVE USED
MICROBE FREE SOLUTIONS® TECHNOLOGY:
Delta Airlines, Firestone Rubber Headquarters, The United States
Army, The Minnesota Vikings, The Washington Redskins, Nike, Ohio
State University James Cancer Research Center, Northwestern
University Hospital, Virginia Tech, Airbus, Jack in the Box Restaurants,
University of Minnesota Engineering Dept., Brillo, Dr. Scholl’s
Footwear, Miluakee Bucks, NetJets, Best Western Hotels, Nashville
Hospitals, and more.
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